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Abstract 
The classical object model supports private data within objects and 
clean interfaces among objects. and by defmition does not permit 
sharing of data among arbitrary objects. This is a problem for certain 
real-world applications. where the same data logically belongs 10 
multiple objects and may be distributed over multiple nodes on the 
networX. Rather than give up the advantages of encapsulated objects 
in modeling real-world entities. we propose a new object model that 
supports shared data in a distributed environment The key is 
separating distribution of computation units from information hiding 
concerns. We introduce our new object model. describe a motivating 
example from the financial services domain, and then present a new 
language. PROm. based on the model 
Introduction 
The classical object model [27] supports private data within objeclll 
and clean interfaces among objects. TIle standard mode of 
communication between objects is for a client object to send a 
message to a server object to request some service defined in the 
server's interface; the client is not aware of the private data tudden 
within the server and cannot manipulate this data except through 
side-effects of the server's responses 10 its messages. This 
encapsulation makes it imposSible for two or more arbiu-ary objects 
to transparently and symmetrically shart data in a tightly-coupled 
manner. This is reflected in both the compile-time view of objects a.s 
mformation tuding uruts and their execution-Lime view as processes. 
Our goal IS to extend the classical object model 10 support 
transparcnt. symmetnc. ughtly-coupled sharina. 
The classical object model permits code and dau defutitions to be 
shared via inheritance. but not data values. Data values can be 
shared symmetrically but non-transparently. by encapsulating the 
,hared data In a third object accessed through message passing [I). 
Data can be shared asymmetrically by encapsulating it Wlthin one of 
the Objects. wtuch may access it transparently. but the only access 
avallablc 10 other objects is through message passmg; any wnng is 
by convention and outside the programming model. It is possible 10 
share data symmetrically and transpareruly. but only among all 
Instances of a certalO class (class variables) or a ceruin set of classes 
(pool nriables). or all objects (global variables) [II]. We know of 
one previously proposed object model that does support shared cWa 
among arbitrary objects: Self [25) treats all data as potentially 
shared. lranspareruly and symmetrically. but the dau is loosely-
couplcd. There is no mechanism for compile-Lime consistency 
checking of access 10 any data; instead. all access is through message 
passing. We drew upon many ideas pioneered in Self during the 
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development of our object model. 
We are concerned with operation in a distributed environment. where 
the client and server may reside in different processes, and processes 
may themselves be multi-threaded. (By process, we mean the 
standard operating system process with its own address space; by 
thread. we mean a context consisting of registers and a control 
stack.) Distribution complicates sharing because two objects that 
share a common subpart may not reside in the same address space. 
and in these cases apparently direct access must be implemented via 
message passing. A few distributed object systems (e.g .. [26). [22]) 
support some form of partitioning of subobjects among different 
nodes. but subobjects cannot be shared. 
We propose a new object model that supportS data sharing among 
arbitrary objects in a distributed environment by separating compile-
Lime and execution-time concerns. lllere are three important 
components: facers, objects and processes. Facets are subobjects. 
the minimal unit of data and control; facets may be shared among 
multiple objects and may be replicated in multiple processes. Our 
objects reflect the compile-time aspect of classical objects: each 
object encapsulates one or more facets and provides an external 
interface. Our processes reflect the execution-time aspect: each 
process colocates one or more facets within a single address space 
and manages a number of threads. Objects and processes are 
orthogonal: objects are not contained in processes nor vice venia. 
Our new model is motivated by an important application domain. 
financial services. Advanced financial services, e.g., "programmed 
trading". involve: (I) enormous amounts of data; (2) sharing of data 
among large numben; of usen;; (3) logical representation of this data 
as local variables as opposed to entities in an external database; (4) 
rapidly changing data (e.g .• prices); (5) changes 10 data outside the 
control of the system (e.g .• from the stoCk exchange wire); and (6) 
severe economic penalties for making decisions based on obsolete 
data. These problems have been articulated by other researel1en;. but 
not solved (e.g .. (201). In this paper. we are concerned primarily 
with points 1-3; we have considered points 4-6. but due to space 
limitations. we mention timing concerns only as needed !D explain 
our deCisions regarding other aspects of the design. 
Objects are naturally suited for modeling such real-world 
phenomena. except there is no provision for sharing data among 
objects. This is the motivation for our extension of the classical 
object model to support transparent. symmetric. tightly-coupled 
sharing of data. Transparency is needed since the shared data is 
logically part of each sharing object. Symmetry is needed !D treat 
multiple usen; uniformly. Tight coupling is required 10 guarantee 
stallC semantic consistency at compile-time. Tight-coupling is also 
Important at run-Lime. since our rapidly changing data is similar to 
the real-Lime data of manufacUJring and telecommunications: the 
data changes when it changes. and cannot be blocked unUl i 
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convenient. However, financial appl1cauons are more like 
telecommunications than manufactunng, since operation can degrade 
gracefully (to a point) as changes are sometimes missed and changes 
arise on the order of seconds rather than microseconds. 
Financial services is also one of the primary motivating applications 
for database management systems, which support shared data (the 
database) and scparate compile-time (data defmition) from 
execution-time (data access). But conventional databases do not 
support encapsulation within objects, or even a clear notion of 
"object", while object-oriented databases [9J do not support sharing 
among objects. Neither makes e)(ecution-time issues such as threads 
of control and data placement among nodes e)(plicit in the 
programming model, but buries concurrency and distribution in the 
underlying database manager. Our object model addresses these 
problems, although it does not treat persistence or queries. Our 
object model is not specific to fmancial services, but is suitable for 
other applications, such as intelligent network management (18), 
weather modeling and animation [12J, with similar requirements. 
We Start by discussing an e)(tended financial services example in 
general terms to motivate our new object model. TIlen we give an 
overview of a new programming language, PRom CPROgr.uruned 
Anancial Trading), based on our model. PRom is an extension of 
C, and most statements and declarations will be wriaen in C. We 
then present PRom's facets, objects and processes. Discussion of 
timing constraints is outside the scope of this paper. We briefly 
compare to related work, and sununarize our contributions. A subset 
of PRom has been implemented in a pilot study. 
Example Portfolio Management System 
Consider a financial market, with both stocks and options, 
collectively called instruments. Our e)(ample system manages 
portfolios made up of combinations of such instruments. For the 
sake of the example, we assume there are only three companies, 
Institutional Books and Materials, Domtstic Educalional 
Corporation and Supplies. Umbrellas IlJId Novtlrits, abbreviated 
I.1\/S, DOM and SUP. Options on their stocks are available with 
various c:r;piration dates. The system, called Stock Envirof1/1U1II 
Calculator (SEC), monitors the current prices of the stocks and 
options and e)(ccutes the appropnate purchases and sales (according 
to certam constraints associated With the parucular portfolio by a 
financial analyst) as maricet condioons change. We desclibe three 
aspects of SEC: consistent access to the current plices of a stock and 
Its options (the 9am stock price along with the 9: lOam option price 
could result 10 diSastrous finanCial strategies); easy programming of 
thc obJccts that track the ch:mgmg pnces to dcterrnme when action 
must be taken; :md transparent shanng of the pnces by all the users 
of the systcm. 
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Fi~re I: E)(ample Portfolio 
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An individual portfolio consists of a set of lnStruments, their current 
prices and a set of strategies for whcn to buy and seU. Each portfolio 
is organized into subparts, where each part represents the instruments 
for a particular company, together with :my aspect of the strategy 
specific to that company (see Figure I). For e)(ample, if the price of 
a stock increased 10% since purchase, buy more. Additional 
subparts support strategies that cut across companies and maintain 
any other data needed. A subpart representing the instruments of a 
particular company contains the cumnt prices of the stock and 
options. Multiple portfolios wiU refer to the same company with 
independent criteria for when price changes are significant to the 
financial analysts's strategies. 
TIle difficult problem is how to notify the computations reflecting 
the strategies of these portfolios when the prices of the stocks and 
options change. There are three ways to structure the solution. TIle 
acrivt value approach propagateS each change to every inte rested 
portfolio. Polling requires every interested portfoliO to poll the 
current value. The third approach uses daemons. We compare these 
three approaches at an abstract level, and desclibe PRom's 
implementation of the daemon approach in the remainder of the 
paper. 
In the active value approach (e.g., [23]), any change to any value can 
be propagated to other parts of the program_ The propagation 
invokes code associated in advance with the data and the kind of 
change. An exemplary application is changing the speed of a 
simulated car, resulting in an updated display of the speedometer 
reading and the consumption rate of fuel. In Figure 2. the active 
value approach combines the shared data (0) and whatever 
computation is necessary to monitor (M) the changes to the dw in 
the same object. The monitoring is not a separate thread of control, 
but instead a side-effect of the procedures that update the data. TIle 
monitor code has the responsibility to notify all other interested 
computations (C) of changes. 
'The active value approach has a significant flaw with respect to rhis 
application: since price changes are frequent and typically small (1/4 
point), some changes may be insignificant from the point of view of 
some portfolios. Thus the system can be flooded by many 
notification messages to which few portfolios are paying attention. 
One solution is for the monitor code to Imow the separate criteria for 
each interested portfolio regarding what changes are considered 
important nus would add a significant computational component to 
the active value and greaLly complicate the programming of the 
monitor code. 
F1~re 2: Active Value Approach 
Figure 3: Polling Approach 
Polling is the traditional means for implementing device drivers. and 
can be implemented in any imperative programming language. The 
idea is to check over and over again whether a data item has 
changed. Figure 3 illustrates this approach: the shared data (D) is 
passive. and the interested computation objects (C) directly 
incorporate the mOnitoring (M) of changes to the data. The 
computation code must include e)(plicit statements to check whether 
the shared data has been changed in a manner considered significant 
by the panicular computation. 
Polling overcomes the problems with the active value approach. 
since each portfolio can decide how often to check each price and 
under what criteria to take action. Unfortuna1.ely. a naive 
implementation - consisting of tedious busy-wait loops - obscures 
the logic of the main portfolio program. This is not a serious 
impediment when polling only a single price. but is complicated 
when the latest prices of multiple instruments must be considered 
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FiiUl't 4: Comple)(ily of Polling 
rli\lre 5: Daemon Approach 
We prefer a more sophisticated solution in which the shared pnces 
are monilOred by simple daemons [2J. Each daemon contams a 
trigger that informs the main·line Slralegy when something 
"interesting" happens. Active values and polling both employ two 
objects. one representing the prices and the other the portfolio 
manager. The daemon approach uses three objects. adding an 
intermediate object that polls the prices and behaves as an active 
value with respect to the portfolio manager. The advantages include 
a simpler programming model and the capability for each portfolio to 
decide how best to use its computational resourees. Figure S shows 
the three objects: passive shared data (D) as in polling. the strategic 
computation (C) as in the active value solution. and • sepan.u: 
daemon (M). 
Overview of PROFIT 
We have designed our programming model to provide the 
appropriate building blocks to easily represent the daemon solution 
as well as active values and polling. Our contribution is an e)(plicit 
programming model for shared daJa in a concurrent object system. 
This is reflected in our design of the PRom programming language. 







• Facer. the minimal unit of data and control. in particular. 
the unit of shared data. A facet consists of a number of 
named slots. each of which may contain either a data 
value or procedure code. A facet may e)(ecute a single 
thread of control at anyone time. 
• Obleer. a statically defined collection of facets 
representing an information hiding unit. An object 
defines a context for binding references between facets 
in the same object and an external interface for passing 
messages to and from other Objects. 
• Process. a statically defined collection of facets -
orthogonal to Objects - that must e)(ecute at the same 
physical location. 11lat is. a process represents a single 
virtual address space. Creation and scheduling of 
threads. employing single or multiple processors. is 
handled by processes . 
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FlKUre 6: Facets. Objects and Processes 
Every facet is a member of one or more objects and one or more 
processes. In the simplest case. there is exactly one process in the 
program. and all objects execute on the same machine within the 
same virtual address space. When there are multiple processes. 
different facets of the same object may reside in different processes. 
l 
Processes are units of separate compilation. while objects may be 
treated as declarations included during compilation as needed or as 
source code also compiled separately. Objects and facets can be 
written independently of processes. and later configured into a 
system by defining processes; any configuration will provide a 
logically correct program. although one may be more efficient than 
another on a given concurrent architecture. 
We posit one SEC process containing all the prices. and one 
additional process for each individual user of the SEC. Each user 
would define one object corresponding to each of his portfolios. 
consisting of computation and daemon facets and the relevant 
previously dermed prices facets. The computation and daemon 
facets would live in the user's process. while the prices facets would 
be updated only in the SEC process but replicated and thus read in 
the user processes. The analogy to traditional database servers is not 
accidental. This relationship between facets. objects and processes is 
illustrated in Figure 6. 
A program specifies the objects and processes that together make up 
a single application. the physical locations of the processes al 
execution-time and the initialization code to start the application 
running. For the purposes of this paper. we assume that facets. 
objects. processes and programs are all defired statically. so it is not 
possible to add new components while a program is executing. In 
the more general case. however. it would be necessary to be able co 
add user-defmed objects (portfolios) and processes co an already-
executing system. 
PROFIT's facets and objects provide abstractions for programmini 
each of the three approaches to our example above: 
• In the active values approach (Figure 2). a prices facet is 
shared among several objects. This facet must provide 
the data. change monicoring and notification of 
interested objects. Each of these objects also contains a 
non-shared facet thal receives the notification and 
carries out the appropriate financial strategy. 
• In the polling approach (Figure 3). the pnces facet 
contains only shared data Each interested object 
includes a non-shared facet that carnes out both 
computation and change morutonng. Although this 
permits the programmer co set the priority of monicoring 
change. that is. the time interval between polls. it 
unnecessarily complicates the overall computation by 
mixing polling acuvities and the control associated WIth 
the maIO-line sU'alegy. 
• In the daemon·based approach (Figure 5). the pnces 
facet contams only shared dat.1. Each mterested object 
mcludes two non· shared facets. one that carnes Out the 
computation and the other that monicors changes. 'The 
laner is devoted to polling the shared facet. performing 
only that COmDuLltJOn necessarv to determine. wtuch 
changes are Interesting to its object. ard notifying the 
strategy facet lCCordingly. 
Processes suppon the run-time behavior of our example: the 
execuuon of a thread WIthin I panicular facet makes it possible for 
the programmer to easily control the rapidi!y with wtuch change is 
morutored and 4Cted upon. llu.t is. all relevant timing constraints are 
expressed directly by the procedures provided within a facet. so each 
daemon facet can pollJnotify at the time intervals appropriale for the 
portfolio managemeru object(s) containing it. It is the responsibility 
of the enclosing process to schedule execution of facet threads. Only 
one replica of a facet can be executing a thread at i time lIt the 
general case. requiring significant synchronization overhead. wtuch 
we ignore in this paper. However. we expect most sIw'ed facets will 
contain only data slots (e.g .• shared prices) and no procedure slou. so 
replicauon could be optimized to aIJow muluple reading threads WIth 
no contention and no synchronization. Alternatively. pnces facets 
might not be replicated. in which case the daemon facet would have 
to poll via interprocess communication. perhaps across a networlc. 
PRom is more a language extension than an entirely new language. 
in that it does not define the details of the base language. in this case 
the data and procedures that may appear in slots. We intend these to 
be written in conventional programming language(s); for now we 
assume C. Thus data slots contain C data values and procedure slo13 
contain C functions. Macros and subroutines will be provided for 
evaluating slots within the same facet. handling indirection to other 
facets and objects. refening co any facets and objects returned by 
these evaluations. interacting with threads. and so on. One issue is 
whether multiple data slots. of the same or different facets. can poilU 
to the same data structure. lltis is a problem since different facets 
might reside in different processes. so direct sharing is not always 
possible. One solution might be distributed vinual memory [IS]. 
We follow a Simpler approach: no sharing of dat.1 structures. only 
entire facets (I.e .• there is no pointer aliasing). Data structures are 
copied when transmined as arguments. whether within the same 
process or across process boundaries. 
TIle facet is the minimal unit of data and control. A facet has a 
unique name and a set of named slots. each of which may contain 
either a data value or procedure code. Slots are typed. either the type 
of the data (a C datatype) or the return value of the procedure (a C 
datatype or void). Procedure slots must be equated to specifiC C 
functions at compile-time. Evaluating a data slot returns the value. 
while evaluating a procedure slot executes the procedure (with the 
parameters provided) and returns the result of the execution. if any. 
(Facets correspond closely to Self objects.) 
139 
For example, the set of prices for the instruments of the INS 
company would be represented as a facet. called INS-insuumen13 
(Figure 7). TIle only operations are (implicit) get and put. In this 
example. there is one possible writer - some agent external co SEC 
representing the stoclr. exchange wire - and multiple readers from 
different portfolios. Another example would be the daemon that 
morutors the changing prices of OOM's instruments (Figure 8). 'The 
daemon would Ir.eep cenain local data such as high and low trigger 
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FliUre 8: DOM-daemon Monitor 
There is a distinguished slOl within each facet. called acti ve. that 
represents the currently executing thread of conlro!. TIlere can be at 
most one thread executing within a facet. Among other things. the 
thread indicates its originating object (see next section). If the 
acti ve slot is null. then the facet is not doing anything. A prices 
facet. for example INS-instruments. would normally be passive 
except while get or put: is running. The get operation must be 
able to rerum multiple prices from the INS-instruments facet to 
ensure consistent access. while the put operation could be restricted 
to a single value since price changes are independent. A ponfolio 
management strategy. say involving statistics specific to the INS 
instruments. would also normally be passive. until the daemon waJces 
it up after a significant change. 
A facet represents a closed scope. meaning every use of an identifier 
matches an identifier defined within the facet. There are no free 
variables. Of course. each procedure in a procedure slot of a facet is 
also a scope. with its own local variables. The facet's other 
procedure and data slots are global to the procedure. that is. the facet 
is treated as the procedure's enclosing scope and the procedure can 
call the other procedure slots and access the data slots. In order to 
support references between facets. a slO( may be declared indirtct. as 
in Figure 9. The containing object is then obliged to provide a 
binding. to a slot in some other facet within the same object or to an 
entry in the interface of another object; see next section. Every 
object has a binding tab~ for thiS purpose. When code references an 
indirect slot. then the semantics are to refer to the current object's 
binding table to resolve the reference. Thus. a procedure in one facet 
can call procedures or access data in other facets via the 
correspond in a indirect slot in its own facet. 
This approach is based on delegation [161. where when one object 
cannot handle a message. it defers it to another. We modify 
traditional delegation by binding 31 the enclosing object level rather 
than separately for each individual facet.' This means i facet can be 
wrinen Without knowledge of which specific other facets it wiU 
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FiiU~ 9: Indirect Slots 
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FiiU~ 12: Generic Binding Table 
As 10 the classical object model. a PROFIT object is the compile-time 
urnt of information hiding. It defines an external interface and 
enc apsula te sits i ntema! data and procedu res. TIle inte rf ace . d.eflnes 
the object's unique name and the set of entries (procedures) VISible to 
other objeClS. PROFIT objeClS are different in that the .intemal data 
and procedures an: supplied by a set of facets With bindlOgs between 
the facets. A generic object is shown in Figure 11. TIle binding 
table maps each indirect slot of every facet within the object. either 
to i slot of a facet in the same object or to an entry in the interface of 
another object. Figure 12 shows how several facets may be bound 
together within an object. and Figure 13 the bindings for the SUP 
portfolio manaaer object. 
·Further. we fully dclelli.e ID !he noaivina facet', own. conlelt (ill own. slou) 
ruM lhm evaluatin& • 110( from !he rec:eivinl faat u if II WeR • alO( U\ the 
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Figure 13: SUP Portfolio Manager Object 
When a procedure is e;r;ecuting within a facet. it may directly access 
only those slots defined in the same facet Accesses to indirect slots 
are resolved through the binding table. First we describe calls within 
a facet, and then calls from one facet to another. A call within a 
facet is treated like a conventional procedure call. The acrual 
parameters and caller's rerum point are pushed on the staek 
maintained by the current thread (i.e., each thread has a separate 
stack), and control is tranSferred to the called procedure. Calling a 
procedure slot means calling a C function. The local variables of the 
C functions are stored on the stack. All e;r;temal references made by 
the C function must appear as slots in the facet. When the procedure 
rerurns, any result is left on the stack, and control is transferred back 
to the calling procedure. 
For calls between facets, we consider first the callee and then the 
caller. If a call arrives while the callee facet is already active, the 
call is queued. When a call reaches the front of its queue, the facet 
accepts the call and sets Its act i ve slot and binding table according 
to thc calling object. Subsequent indirection is with respect to this 
binding table. When the call completes, the response is sent to the 
caller and the facet goes on to the ne;r;t queued call l11e caller 
mitiates a call by pushing the actual parameters and return point on 
its Slack. The callcr facet is then released, and can accept a new call. 
When the call returns. it simply adds itself to the end of the original 
caller's queue. t'ote that the caller is not suspended. but may 
continue by accepting the ne;r;t call in its queue. When the call 
returns and reaches the front of the queue, the caller continues 
execution of that thread at the point where it left off. 
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~ di~cu~si~ of both caller and callee viewpoints are equally 
valId f?f Ill(hrecuon to another facet in the same object or to an entry 
III the mterface of another object (and ultimately a facet in this other 
object). However, when a call is made across processes, the calling 
thread must be suspended at the process level (Le .• the calling facet is 
not suspended) and a new stand·in thread crealed in the called 
process.·· On return. the suspended thread is resumed by the 
process. In the next section we discuss the details of implementing 
these synchronous calls, and also describe mechanisms that permit 
asynchronous calls. 
Consider the follOwing example: 1be SUP-<1aemon periodically polls 
the SUP·instruments prices. to compare to its own trigger values. U 
the Crite.ria are met, the daemon notifies the SUP.strategy 
computatIOn. The SUP-<1aemon's call to evaluate a data slot within 
its own facet is shown in Figure 14, while the SUP-daemon call to 
get data from the SUP·instruments facet is depicled in Figure IS. 
1be asynchronous call needed for the SUP-daemon to notify SlIP. 
strategy is discussed later. 
When a facet is shared among multiple objects, each of these objects 
provides a different binding table that must resolve all the shared 
facet's indirect slots (Figure 16). When a facet is active. only one 
binding is actually used, the one belonging to the Object from which 
the facet was invoked. Since a shared facet may be invoked from 
another shared facet. it is necessary for the appropriate binding table 
(Le., its pointer or index) to be passed as an implicit parameter. 
Communication between objects is a simple extension of the 
communication between facets. When a call is received at the 
interface of an object, the object maps the call to a procedure slot of 
one of its member facets. When the call returns. the object sends the 
result back to the calling object. Because objects can communicate 
with many other objects. we associate a queue with each object's 
external interface. As soon as a call in this queue has been mapped 
to a particular facet. it is moved from the object's queue to the 
facet's queue, and the object goes on to resolve the next external call. 
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The classical object model does not specify a panicular role for 
processes. There is a spectrum of relationships between objects and 
processes reflected in existing concurrent object·based systems 
( [7, 24, 8, 4 D. A PRom process represents a single address space 
and contains one or more threads of control. Each facet may be 
replicated in multiple processes, and any threads executing in a 
replica are managed by its containing process. The system support 
for processes is also responsible for maintaining consistency among 
all the replicas of the same facet (10); we do not address how 
replication is implemented in this paper, but note only that 
symmetric read/write replication is required. Processes thus 
represent the e~ecution-tjme organization of facets. In contraSt, 
objects represent the compile-time organization of facets: Objects do 
not "live" anywhere, and facets of the same object may reside in 
different processes. The external interface and binding table of every 
object are replicated in every process, with no run-time oveme.d 
slllce this information is determmed at complle·time and is not 
modi fiable. 
There are also many notions of thread. running a spectrum from 
light-weight as In Mach's raw threads [21) to medium-weight as in 
Mach's C-thread pacKage (6J to heavy-weight as in a full Unix 
process (21. The common concept is that a thread has il single locus 
of control. What distinguishes the variety of threads is the 
ownership of data (address space) and context (registers, control 
stack). We have In mmd medium·weight threads. Along with I 
Simple locus of control. a PROFIT thread maintains context between 
nested calls (evaluauons of procedure slots). thereby permitUna 
recursion. Alternauvely, light· wei ght threads without their own 
control stacks would prec.Jude recur.;ion or dynamic variables; 
hcavy·wclght threads on a per-facet basis, resuJting in one facet per 
process, would likely lead to terrible performance. 
In the previous secuon. we discussed the notion of queuing calls for 
faccts and for objects. Each call in a facet queue is represented by a 
thread. which proVIdes the context of the call. Since objects have no 
phySical represent.l!ion, object queues are implemented as separate 
queues l!l each process. and processes Lake over the objects's run-
time role in mapping e ... ternal calls. Fir.;t we discuss the 
manlpuJation of threads in facet queues, and then the creatJon of 
threads in response to calls (messages) queued for processes. If a 
call arrives whtle the facet is already active, the thread associated 
WIth the call IS queued. When a thread reaches the front. the facet 
sets Its a·=::. i ve slot to reference the dequeued thread; when the call 
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completes, the thread is queued for the caller. nus .... orks only 
among facets within the same process, where enqueuing and 
dequeuing of threads is managed by pointer operations. When calls 
are made across process boundaries, the calJing thread must be 
suspended and a stand-in thread created in the remote process. 
There are two situations in which processes create new threads: 
when a call is made across process boundaries and when an 
asynchronous call is made. When a facet calls another facet tNt 
resides in another process, the calling thread is suspended at the 
process level. The calling facet accepts the next thread in its queuc. 
Meanwhile, the process sends a message to the other process. 
indicating (facet, slot), parameter.;, return point and some 
identification of the calling object. needed to select the appropriate 
binding table. TIle message is appended to the receiving process's 
queue. TIle receiving process removes the fir.;t message in its queue, 
creates a corresponding thread and queues the thread for the 
indicated facet. When the call is completed, the process sends a 
message back to the sending process's queue. The sending process 
marches the message with the suspended calling thread, and queues II 
for the calling facet. 
Asynchronous calls woric the same as synchronous calls as explained 
above - with two differences. The fir.;t is that the calling facet does 
not release its thread. but instead continues execution. The second is 
that there is no return ~int: when an asynchronous call completeS, 
ilS thread is deleted:" Note that this does not permit the calling 
facet to wait for the completion of the asynchronous call (or. mOre 
generally, wait for a panicular asynchronous call from another facet). 
This laCK of blocking uncover.; an apparent flaw in the PROFIT 
design: there is no way to make an atomic call. except for the trivial 
cases of gets, puts and procedures whose only calls (direct and 
transitive) happen to be synchronous calls to other procedures within 
the same facet. When a facet makes a synchronous call to another 
facet, it relinquishes its thread and serves the next thread in its queue. 
This context switching may result in arbitrary changes to ilS data 
slots. In those cases where it is necessary for cenain data items to 
mainLlin their current values during a synchronous call to another 
facet, this data must be stored in the local variables of the calling 
procedure (C function) - and thus in the thread's staCK. where there 
is no danger of being overwriaen by unrelated threads queued for the 
same facet. nus laCK of atomicity is intentional, since atomicity 
directly conflicts with the need for rapid reaction to change: an 
"atomic" call that can be interrupted (and not rolled back). say to 
meet timing constrainlS, is of course not really atomic. 
Related Work 
Among clIisting languages, PROFIT is probably closest to Argus (17). 
PROFIT facets are similar to Argus objects. If PROFIT objects and 
processes were not distinct. but instead every object was also I 
process. the resuJt wouJd closely matcll Argus guardians. Argu&'. 
hghtVoleight processes arc analogous to PROFIT's threads. Hermea 
[3 J IS another Similar language that provides both objects and 
processes. In Hermes, the process deflIlCs the external interface. in 
terms of typed ports; objects are encapsulated inside processea. 
Hermes objects arc thus like PRom facelS except they C3JUlO( be 
shared or replicated. although they can be passed by value u 
arguments across poru. 
- An IIIIpOftGtI opcimiuDon is 10 rerum the thread 10 I pool [or laIt:r r<UK, 








It is also interesting to compare PRom to Linda [5 J. w!uch defines a 
paradigm for parallel programming quite different from Argus or 
Hermes. Communication among processes in Linda is via tuples in a 
global tuple space. Facets can be viewed as the static analog of 
tuples. On the other hand, facets may be treated as the dynamic 
analog of Flavors's mixins [19]. Mixins provide data and procedure 
slots that may be inherited by arbitrary objects. Such inheritance is 
concerned with structure, however, not contents. In panicular, each 
inheriting object may have different values in the data slots inherited 
from the same mixin. Facets, in conuast, provide direct sharing of 
data slot values as well as definitions, in the style of Self. The most 
significant difference between PRom and Self is that PRom 
suppons concurrency, both multiple threads and multiple processes, 
while Self is a purely sequential language. Another important 
difference is that PRom data and procedure slots are provided in C, 
allowing access to existing application code - which is obligatory 
for the financial applications envisioned, while Self is a uniform 
language. 
Conclusions 
The primary contribution of this paper is our new object model for 
shared data (facets) based on the separation of compile·time 
information hiding (objects) and execution· time computation 
concerns (processes). We have demonstrated by our portfolio 
manager example a methodology for using our new object model in a 
practical application domain with specialized requirements. 
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